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the tokarev was the main weapon of choice of the ussr and the successor states in world war 2. it was initially adopted for soviet troops, then it was adopted in us armed forces. the tokarev did not replace the m1 garand as the us army-
issued rifle for world war 2 until the us used m1s. this was because the tokarev used an open bolt that opened to the right. one part of the bolt, the firing pin, is not securely locked inside the receiver, while the rest stays in the rear of the

receiver. canadian arms corporation issued these.303british enfield in 1885. the 1884 model was round. the production ran out during the next year. early 1898 enfield rifles have a patent date of 1884. they had a long production run (until
1911) and the same features on the 1893 has the same patent date. the 1897 versions are a bit different, having a smaller bore. production of this canadian arms enfield changed considerably, the outline and details of the muzzle /rearpart

changes constantly until they all were very similar. the 1891 with a side mounted lever to cock the hammer, they replaced with a device on the bolt handle. this on the 1892 model is also locked in the closed position by the bolt handle
locking. the same pattern is seen in the 1893. the 1890 model has a different extractor. the pattern for the new 1902 model came from the 1891. the 1893 and 1902 have a different hammerspring and a special cocking mechanism. for the

early type the 1902 is a registered trademark for the company and is usually referred to as "the canadian enfield", and is a fine example of their quality and precision, perhaps some better quality in the 1890, and 1891 models. the 1889
dates back to when they were in production before a patent law. after that the later patents can be identified easily by a "r" inside a circle on the left side of the receiver. the 1889-1891, and 1897 model were never made registered.
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i bought my mak-90 in the early 2000's from an individual who was a gunsmith in the atlanta, georgia area. i paid him $350.00 for it in 1995. it is an excellent rifle. it has a good condition, with no cracks in the receiver. it is a bit rough around the edges, from having
been used for more than 25 years. it is a well built ak. norinco made a few hundred thousand mak-90s. most of them were taken in the early to mid 1990s by the u.s. government and sold to the public by l.a. m57 rifles come with the norinco rivet front sight and a
standard picatinny top rail. the m57 uses a standard picatinny top rail. the m57 has a mid-length gas system. it is fed from a double-column rotary magazine which holds seven rounds. its barrel is chrome lined and measures 24.5 inches long. the m57 was initially

chambered in.223 rem. and 7.62x39mm. y-06i (yangjie) m16 assault rifle is produced by norinco and the last version is by the model 213. the m16 has a standard picatinny rail on top and features a standard ar-15 gas system. the overall length is 26 inches and the
barrel length is 18.5 inches. its barrel is chrome lined. its magazine holds 20 rounds of 7.62x39mm ammunition. the m16 has a side folding adjustable carrying handle which is used to carry it as a tactical rifle. norinco 213 types 7 and 7f are made with a forged

aluminum receiver and a folding front sight post. it has a capacity of ten rounds and is fed from a double-column rotary magazine. the 7 and 7f are chambered in.223 and.223 rem. respectively. the 223n is a chambered in.223 the norinco 213 series. the 223n is a flat
top rifle chambered in.223. its barrel is chrome lined and measures 24.5 inches long. it is fed from a double-column rotary magazine holding seven rounds. 5ec8ef588b
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